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1 Overview

SQLstream s-Studio is SQLstream's Integrated Development Environment. It lets you
develop, test, run, and administer streaming SQL applications. 

The Catalog tab displays s-Server objects. Most objects--streams, tables, functions, views,
and pumps--appear under schemas. You can inspect these objects by clicking them. You
can create new objects by right-clicking the object's folder as well as work with the SQL for
each object.

The Activities tab displays information on managing s-Server.

Overview of the s-Studio Development Environment

The left side of the window shows two tabs, Catalog and Activity. Once connected, the
Development tab lists all s-Server objects. The Activity tab shows currently running sessions,
statements, locks, stream graphs, stream operators, and the Global Error Stream.

At the bottom of the main window, to the right of the Catalog Navigator, is a utility area. Its
default windows are for displaying information about properties, problems, console actions,
and errors. New windows, such as data inspectors for looking at streaming data, will open in
this lower area.

Finally, the empty area above the utility area, between the Development and Welcome panes,
is the Editor area. When you open object editors, they will appear in tabbed panes within this
space.
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You can rearrange and resize all panes and tabs by clicking and dragging. You can restore
closed windows using Window / Show View.   

Browsing Object Definitions

On install, the Catalog Navigator contains a single, default server instance called First Guavus
s-Server. It refers to the default installation of the Guavus s-Server on the local host. You will
find this same instance at the top of both the Development and Management tabs, with
different information under it for each.

The installed First Guavus s-Server includes samples of schemas, data sources, and data
sinks, as shown in the screenshots above. (Clicking the triangle next to the First Guavus s-
Server label, or double-clicking the folder, shows the lower levels of the tree.)

Within the sample schema are the following objects:

· Foreign Streams

· Foreign Tables

· Streams

· Tables

· Views

· User Defined Functions (and Procedures)

· Pumps

The sample instance also contains:

· Data Sources and Sinks. These are server objects that let s-Server connect to and
write to data sources.

· Plugins - These are the standard set of foreign data wrappers in s-Server:

Each repository object has a right-click menu of appropriate actions, including Open (for most
object types), Inspect (for streams), and Query (for tables, views and streams).

You can see a list of the components of an object, such as the ASKS stream, by clicking the
arrowhead next to it.

To Open it completely and see the properties of those components, double-click its line in the
Development pane, such as ASKS in this case.

The following two images illustrate the two methods. The second image shows the definitions
(name, type, length, nullable, default) for each of the stream's columns, in a new window
placed in the center of the SQLstream s-Studio frame:
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Stream Opened Inside Development Pane

Note that, below the definition pane, the Definition tab is selected for this view. ASKS can also
be viewed as SQL by clicking the SQL tab, or as Java by clicking its tab, which provides (for
relational objects) some sample Java code for accessing the stream, table, or view. 

2 Connecting to s-Server

Before using SQLstream s-Studio, you should normally have the Guavus s-Server started. If
that is not done yet, follow the directions in Starting and Stopping Guavus s-Server. Studio
can be started without an active Server but will not be able to connect.

Note that if s-Studio closes while connected to a Guavus s-Server, it will attempt to auto-
connect to the same server when it is next re-started. If s-Studio is first disconnected and
then shutdown, upon starting anew it will come up quietly without trying to auto-connect.

Opening SQLstream s-Studio

Once the Guavus s-Server is started, you can open SQLstream s-Studio by double-clicking
its desktop icon or by running the s-Studio script in the s-Studio installation folder. If you
installed as sudo, this is /opt/sqlstream/6.0.0XXX/s-Studio/s-Studio.
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Connecting to s-Server

s-Studio is preconfigured to connect with an available installation of s-Server. To connect with
s-Server, right-click the predefined repository instance in the left pane, called First Guavus s-
Server, and choose Connect.

Note: If your s-Studio Development pane does not contain the "First Guavus s-Server," then
open a terminal window, navigate to the $SQLSTREAM_HOME/bin directory, and run the
script resetStudio. Then restart the server, and then restart s-Studio.)

Note: $SQLSTREAM_HOME refers to the installation directory for s-Server, such
as /opt/sqlstream/6.0.0/s-Server. 

Connecting to the First Guavus s-Server

After showing a progress screen, as in the "Connecting" figure below, the interface to that
predefined SQLstream instance will appear, showing the icons representing its predefined
Schemas, Data Sources and Sinks, Plugins, and Pumps:

Development Pane Showing Elements Available after Connecting to First Guavus s-Server
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Connecting to a Different Instance of s-Server

For a variety of reasons, you may need to enter a different JDBC URL to connect with your
instance of s-Server. For example, if you have installed s-Server as part of the Guavus
SQLstream Amazon Machine Image, you will need to enter the JDBC URL in order to connect
with this instance from desktop.

To do so:

Right-click on First SQLstream Server and choose Properties.

In the dialog box that opens, enter a URL along the following lines into the URL field.

jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://ec2-00-000.compute.amazonaws.com:5570

Click OK.

Test the connection by right-clicking on First SQLstream Server and choosing Connect.
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Including Passwords in the JDBC URL

If your administrator has configured s-Server to require a user name and password, you will
need to include these in the URL, as in the following example:

jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://ec2-00-000.compute.amazonaws.com:5570?user=uname&password=pass

Closing SQLstream s-Studio

To close s-Studio, select File > Exit. If you have unsaved work, such as object definitions you
have added or modified, the program will prompt you for which ones to save.

When the user interface closes, it stores the state of its current windows, so when you restart
it, you should have the same items open in the same locations.

3 Inspecting s-Server Objects in s-Studio

The s-Studio Development pane lists the following objects:

· Schemas. Schemas can include foreign streams, foreign tables, streams, tables,
user defined functions and view. All of these objects, including schemas, are created
and maintained with SQL.

· Data Sources and Sinks. These include all server objects that have been created
using the CREATE SERVER command.

· Plugins. This is a standard list of pre-installed plugins: AMQP, ECDA, FileWriter,
HTTP, Log4j, LogFile, Mail, NetworkSocket, TableReader, TableUpdate, and
WebFeed. 

You can view details on any object by clicking it in the development pane. For example, the
diagram below shows a data source (a server) that reads from the file system. Details about
this adapter, in this case its plugin and description, appear in the Inspection window. You can
modify some fields through this window.
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Inspecting Stream Contents

You can view the data in any stream, table, or view from within SQLstream s-Studio. For a
regular table or relational view, this is the same as selecting all the data from the table:

For a stream, the inspection window shows all rows as they pass through the stream. The
inspection window - like any stream query - only sees rows arriving after the start of the
query. Here is an example:
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Inspecting Rows from a Stream

In all cases, inspecting executes a query of SELECT * FROM <object> or SELECT STREAM
ROWTIME, * FROM <object> for streams. This is a convenient way to monitor data flowing in
your applications or to test data flows while developing.

4 Creating Objects in s-Studio

You can create s-Server objects, such as foreign streams, foreign tables, native streams,
tables, views, and pumps, directly through s-Server.

To create an object, right-click the object type's folder in s-Studio:
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s-Studio opens a dialog box that lets you name the new object:

After you click OK, s-Studio opens the object with the Definition tab selected. For a foreign
stream, you can select a server and add columns for the new stream. You can also add
additional options through the Options section of the Definitions tab.
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When you click Add in the Columns section, a dialog box opens that lets you define the
column.

You can also view and edit the SQL for the new object by clicking the SQL tab:
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5 Working with SQL in s-Studio

Whenever SQLstream s-Studio is connected to the server, you can issue SQL queries
against the server and view their results.

To open a SQL query window, right-click an object (stream, table or view) and select New
Query. (Or, after you select an object, you can simply click the New Query button (with the
rocket ship icon) in the Catalog Navigator pane just above the list of objects.)
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Creating a Query

Within the query editor, you can type any valid SQL query (a statement starting with
SELECT). The editor can provide context-sensitive suggestions and completions if you type
Ctrl+Space within the editor window.

In this illustration, the Properties utility tab has been selected, showing the properties of the
ASKS stream.

To execute the query, click the Execute button in the Query Editor window (the button with the
green triangle "Play" icon). The results will appear in the lower portion of the query editor
window.

Note: SQLstream s-Studio automatically surrounds lower or mixed-case identifiers, or those
containing a dash, with double-quotes.

Import and Export Queries and Results

The Query menu appears in the menu bar whenever you launch the query editor, using either
the little rocket icon or the New Query option on the right-click menu off any object in the
catalog. This menu lets you import and export queries, as well as export the results of a
query. The exported query contains all dependent items as well as the specific item selected.
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Validating, Executing and Formatting SQL

The SQL menu (Alt-S) lets you do the following:

· Format SQL (Alt-SF)

· Validate SQL (Alt-SV)

· Execute SQL (Alt-SE)

All three buttons are available in the toolbar (when the SQL window is in focus); the Execute
button is also visible as the top-left button inside the SQL Query window.

The SQL formatting is affected by preferences, which you can change by selecting Window /
Preferences and clicking SQL Format.

Injecting Data into Streams

Often, when testing an application, you need to provide data for a stream to test downstream
objects, particularly aggregations and JOINs. Normally, to handle this you need to either run a
script or use an external tool to execute INSERT SQL statements. SQLstream s-Studio
provides an easy way to inject proper test data into a stream or table.

To inject data into a stream, select the stream object in the Catalog Navigator and either
double-click it or right-click and choose Open to open the object editor. When the editor
opens, click the Inject tab. This will show all the columns by name, with fields for input data for
each.
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Once you set the values you want to inject, click the Inject button, and s-Studio will execute
the appropriate SQL INSERT statement for you.

6 Managing s-Server through s-Studio

The Activity tab sits beside the Development tab in the Catalog Navigator. This tab is mostly
useful for system administrators, allowing them to track what is happening in a running s-
Server.

For a Guavus s-Server instance, you can view information on current sessions, statements,
object locks, stream graphs, and stream operators. 

Note: Stream-graphs represent one SQL statement running in s-Server, usually either a
SELECT or INSERT. 

You can also filter those views to see, for example, only statements associated with a
particular session, which can be helpful when developing an application.

Viewing Sessions in the Management Tab

7 Setting Preferences in s-Studio

The Windows / Preferences menu offers some customization opportunities. Most are
associated with the Eclipse toolkit itself.

The following two are specific to SQLstream s-Studio:

· Inspect View: how many rows to retain in the inspection window

· SQL Format: preferences for the SQL Formatter
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